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Statistical network modelling has traditionally focused on representing the underlying graph using
an array which is the so called adjacency matrix. A useful array property to assume is exchange-
ability which apart from assisting in computational and theoretical analysis, also provides a rep-
resentational theorem. However, this appealing assumption has a rather undesirable consequence;
the resulting graph is either dense or trivially empty, whereas most modern networks are found to
be sparse. Recently, [Caron and Fox, 2017], have proposed a di↵erent way to represent the graph,
using exchangeable random measures (instead of exchangeable arrays). This construction al-
lows for sparse graphs with additional properties of real world properties (e.g. heavy tail degree
distribution) while maintaining the attractive property of exchangeability.

In our work, we build on the novel work of Caron and Fox by generalizing their construction
from a univariate process to a multivariate process [Todeschini et al., 2016]. Our work con-
sists of extending the framework from completely random measures to vectors of completely
random measures and handling graphs with modular structure and overlapping communi-
ties. Additionally, we extend this work to capture graphs evolving in time in which edges appear
dynamically, [Miscouridou et al., 2018]. In particular, we model interactions that have recipro-
cating relationships; an action (a directed edge ) from a member A to a member B, increases
the chances of an action being returned in the near future (a directed edge from B to A).

In all cases we develop scalable Monte Carlo algorithms for performing posterior inference.We show
that the proposed approach can recover interpretable structure from real-world networks (e.g.
Facebook), can predict future links and can handle graphs with more than thousands of nodes
and tens of thousands of edges. For practical implementation, we have developed software for the
simulation and inference of our methods which is publicly available.12

Note: This work has been carried out during XM’s PhD and consists primarily of methodological
and theoretical contributions to the area of Nonparametric Bayesian Statistics, and Network
Modelling with applications in Machine Learning.
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